[Postoperative intracranial pressure in severe cases with hypertensive intracerebral hematoma].
The relationship between the postoperative ICP and the size of hematoma on CT scan and the time of operation was studied to evaluate their influence on the therapeutic results in the severe cases with hypertensive intracerebral hematoma. Twenty one patients of putaminal hemorrhage with severe neurological deficit (semicoma) were studied. ICP was monitored continuously by the Subdural balloon method after craniotomy to remove the hematoma. The relationship between the postoperative ICP level (High ICP: above 40 mmHg, Moderate ICP: 40-20 mmHg, Low ICP: below 20 mmHg), the size of hematoma estimated from CTscan (Large: more than 80 ml, Medium: less than 80 ml), the time from onset to removing hematoma and the therapeutic results were evaluated. The outcome six months after onset was determined according to the Glasgow Outcome Scale. Of 6 cases with Medium hematoma operated on within 8 hours, Low ICP was found in 5 cases (83%) and Moderate ICP was in one case (17%). Of 6 cases with Medium hematoma operated on after 8 hours, High and Moderate ICP were found in 3 cases (50%), respectively. In the cases with Large hematoma, Low ICP was not observed, but High ICP was found in 4 of 7 cases operated on within 8 hours (57.1%) and the other three indicated Moderate ICP (42.9%). High ICP was found in two cases with Large hematoma operated on after 8 hours (100%). The outcome of High ICP cases was severe disability in 4 cases, vegetative state in one and dead in 4, and that of Moderate ICP cases was moderate disability in 3 cases and severe disability in 4.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)